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MAL: MOBIS Alabama, LLC

MRU: MOBIS Module CIS, LL

MAL Marks 10th Anniversary

MRU Participates in Eco Day

05

On April 25, MRU team members participated in the
traditional Eco Day with those from HMMR (HYUNDAI
Motor Manufacturing Russia). This environmental
protection campaign took place at the same time to mark
70 years of Victory in the Great Patriotic War (World War
II). Commemorations took place at part of the defensive
line in Sestroretsk, near St. Petersburg, that had been an
insuperable barrier against Nazis forces. Employees from
MRU and HMMR picked up garbage and planted 80
small trees together with their families. After the event, a
hot lunch in military style was served to all participants of
Eco Day while folk music was performed.

MTJ: Tianjin MOBIS Automotive Parts Co., Ltd

MTJ Awarded Social Contribution Award
May 20, 2005 saw the first complete vehicle of NF Sonata

great efforts.

in North America as chassis and driver seat modules

On May 11, 2015, Administrative Committee of Tianjin

manufactured by MAL were equipped in NF Sonata of

Economic-Technological Development Area carried out

HMMA (HYUNDAI Motor Manufacturing Alabama).

an award ceremony for businesses that had performed

Marking the 10th anniversar y on that day, MAL

remarkable social contribution activity within the

appreciated the employee’s efforts and suggested visions

development area in 2014. In this ceremony, MTJ was

for the future. On this anniversary, there was a com

awarded a corporate ‘Social Contribution Award’ for its

memorative speech of the President of MAL, followed by

In 2014, MTJ achieved a brilliant accomplishment of

exemplary activity in 2014 and was also honored to be in

award for the totally 15 excellent employees. In addition,

being certified in the fields of charity activity and public

the 26th place from corporate evaluation of 100 companies

special meal and souvenirs (lunch box) were presented,

services from development zone government thanks to its

within the development area.

along with group photograph.
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HYUNDAI Motor
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HYUNDAI Motor Company Donates
US$ 300 Thousand for Nepal Quake Relief

BMP: Beijing HYUNDAI MOBIS Parts Co., Ltd.

2015 BMP Dealer Contest
BMP held the ‘2015 BMP Dealer Contest’ at Guiyang,

will support those parts of the country devastated by last

Guizhou Province on May 14/15. This event was

April’s 7.8-magnitude earthquake.

attended by as many as 748 people. The purpose of this

“We would like to express our sincere condolences and

e vent was to intro duce strateg y, plan and major

best wishes to the thousands of people affected by the

direction of BMP management, and enhance work

earthquake, as well as our hopes that the damage can be

ability via exhibition of products. In meetings of key

repaired as soon as possible”, said Park Sang-Min, Head

dealers, the management heard their hardships and

of HYUNDAI Motor Company’ Asia & Pacific Regional

suggestions and discussed how to assist them. After the

Headquarters at the handover on May 11.

event, the attenders had a brief tour and social time.

HYUNDAI Motor Company donated US$ 300,000 for

Furthermore, HYUNDAI Motor Company is assisting

humanitarian relief and rebuilding projects in quake-hit

motorists in Nepal by repairing damaged cars and

Nepal. This donation to Nepal Red Cross Society (NRCS)

through special discounts on service and parts.

HYUNDAI Motor Company Participates in
2015 Shanghai Automobile Industry Exhibition
MIN: MOBIS India Limited

HYUNDAI Motor Company unveiled the Chinese style

LDWS (Lane Departure

‘All New Tucson’ concept model at 2015 Shanghai

Warning System) and air-

International Automobile Industry Exhibition - held in the

cleaning function to cope

On March 8, India R&D Center moved to a new office at

National Center for Exhibition & Convention on April 20.

with pollutants coming

IT Park, Mindspace, Hitec City, Hyderabad. A new

The concept model unveiled this time is a vehicle based on

from the atmosphere.

office is equipped with a reception room of some 182

the next generation global SUV launched last March. The

In this 2015 Shanghai

square meter, a large conference room with video

Chinese style ‘All New Tucson’, which has added futuristic

Exhibition, HYUNDAI Motor Company arranged display

conferencing, eight mid-sized and nine small meeting

design elements to create a stronger image of the SUV, is

space for premium models and lineup at the booth as large

rooms. It also runs a snack bar where the employees can

also equipped with elegant elements through sleek designs.

as 2,921㎡, and exhibited 24 vehicles in total. Thanks to

relax and have lunch.

At this motor show, HYUNDAI Motor C ompany

the exhibition the company was able to publicize the brand

publicized the model’s safety and convenience intensively

image of HYUNDAI Motor Company more effectively to

through an installation showing several features of the

the visitors of the motor show.

India R&D Center Moves to New Office

vehicle; a ‘dissected model’ allowing people to check the
vehicle’s best safety function, BSD (Blind Spot Detection),

Global MOBIS
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Written by Shin Chang-Jae, Editorial Room
Photo Credit by A One Studio
Video by Piedra
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In Charge of Automobile Safety
Boasting a large scale of some 190,000 square meters of

Visit Changwon Plant

land area and 66,000 square meter of floor space, the
Changwon Plant is situated in Changwon Industrial

Standing out by Harmony of the
Old & the New

C omplex, Chang won-si, Gyeongnam. In its four

Changwon Plant looks like a well fitting pair of jeans. New jeans look fashionable, whereas

Driven Power Steering) used in most vehicles these days.

old jeans become a more natural and stylish fashion over the course of time. Likewise, the
Changwon Plant harmonizes of the old & the new through the experiences and efforts of
veteran staff as well as outstanding automation technology. The phrase “the place where the
old & the new coexist” may best express what Changwon Plant is now.

buildings, the Plant manufactures gearboxes, calipers and
brake boosters. which are most fundamental for
automobile safety as brake parts and steering parts.
These equipments are very important for MDPS (MotorBrake and steering parts manufactured here are shipped
to lots of places: Ulsan, Asan and Gwangju plants of our
company ; around 40 plants of HYUNDAI Motor
Company, Kia Motors, Korea Flange; nine overseas plants
including MAL-GA (MOBIS Alabama), the US and
MWX (Wuxi MOBIS), China.

Long and Only One Path
The history of the Changwon Plant is as old as the sycamore tree standing high
within the plant. Its origin was ‘Dongwoo Jeongki’ founded in April 1946 in
Busan. In 1973, it became a part of the Kia Group and in 1986 moved its plant
to Changwon. Since the Kia Group was dissolved, the company sustained its
position as a parts plant company under the new names of Kia Jeongki, Kasco,
and in July 2005, it was incorporated into the Hyundai Motor Group. And
ultimately in June 2007, it merged with our company as a brake parts plant.
As such, Changwon Plant has been playing a role as a brake parts plant steadily
for a long period of 69 years since its foundation.

Along with our company’s Jincheon Plant (electronic

10
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“By complying with basics and principles,

components), Poseung Plant (MDPS) and Cheonan Plant

11

I will develop the plant into
our company’s best model plant.

(cutting-edge brake system, airbags), the plant is a
specialized parts factory manufacturing brakes and gear-

”

boxes, with most of production lines being automated.
Another feature of Changwon Plant is its pursuit of top
level quality management based on old experiences and
knowhow.

Senior Vice President Lee Hyun-Deok,
Head of Changwon Plant

Harmony between Automation and Veterans

Senior Vice President Lee Hyun-Deok joined Kia Jeongki in its early

The Changwon Plant with workforce of some 500 people

days and worked at our Ulsan plant, Jincheon plant at home and Czech

has plenty of employees who have worked as long as the

Plant (MCZ) abroad. Then he returned to Changwon Plant -second

plant’s history; many have worked more than 10 years.

home to him - as the head of the plant.

While plenty of parts of the plant have been automated,
some other parts where automation is not easily applied
must be handled by veteran employees anyhow. As a

Interview

result, it is a place where there exists harmony between
new technology and ‘knowhow’ of people.
Production Team 1 for 28 years in the Changwon Plant,

is Changwon Plant's
you have your own way to
do you usually emphasize
Q. What
Q. Do
Q. What
goal of this year?
communicate with the staff?
to the employees as the head of

said: “The Changwon Plant is a factory with the most

the plant?

Colleague Park Jong-Yeol, who has been working in Brake

Plant may still not be
make the importance of
A. To
A. Changwon
the best plant in our company.
harmony of the old & the new

A. t h e r e a r e e m p l o y e e s w i t h s o

known, I talk with young staff often.

That said, our stabile and smooth

diverse years of work career here. Each

Although I may emphasize so strongly

operation is because all staff in the

year, some staff retire and newcomers

as the head of the plants, eventually the

Changwon Plant have worked hard

fill them and what is eventually most

employees should learn and practise for

t o g e t h e r. O f c o u r s e , I c a n n o t d o

important is people. When I returned to

themselves. Sometimes, I have a drink

everything myself and I will weather out

- we pour our best effort into not making any mistake. I

Changwon Plant, half of the staff were

with them, and we talk often. At times, I

any hardship on the way by standing by

am so proud that my accumulated knowhow contributes

already acquainted with me but over

find some staff who work hard for self-

basics and principles.

to enhancing the quality of our products.”

time they all retired and now there are

development and some others who

When, during my inspection, a worker

The lawn in the soccer field of Changwon Plant shines

all new faces. To transfer and take over

show their will to work hard. I am very

says to me, “There is something wrong

dozens of years of knowhow properly, I

happy and proud to see these changes

here and we must correct it now”, I can

believe communication between

occurring gradually.

feel that person’s passion and involve-

As the plant has an old history,

automation in our company and many employees with
rich experience of manufacture. My car is also equipped
with our company’s brake and steering system and there
must not be any minor fault in them.” He added,
“Whenever we manufacture brakes - so crucial in driving

bright with green and haze comes up slowly as if
heralding the early summer. In one corner, construction

Visit Changwon
Plant

newcomers and retiring people is most

ment in their work. On such occasions, I

important. It must be a pity if those old

talk immediately with the related team

knowhow can’t be properly transferred

manager and solve the problem. By as

and used. These days the plant has

such process, I firmly believe the

when they are moved.

achieved considerable automation

Changwon Plant can be the best model

The Changwon Plant, which is old but on path to change,

compared with then and yet people

factory in our company.

is currently establishing its own position as a typical plant

must still operate the system. I always

of a canopy connecting one unit of the plant to another
one is in full swing. It aims to shield people from the heat
in the coming summer and to protect parts from rain

in our company where people are in harmony with
machines. We are confident that it will further develop
through harmony of the old & the new.

emphasize that communication
between people is important so that
knowhow of senior staff can be
transferred well to newcomers.
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Compiled by Editorial Room

This May+June issue covers

Rice and Wheat as a Staple

each country’s food culture from

Today, we will talk about food and its culture. I

colleagues in Korea, Azerbaijan,
the U.S.A, Japan, China and India.

think everybody likes to talk about food. Like
most Asian countries, Korea’s staple food is rice and the
basic ingredients are steamed rice, soup and side dishes.
Kimchi is Korea’s most famous side dishes.
It is the same in Japan. Steamed rice, bean paste
soup, pickles, baked fish or cooked meat are
typical basic ingredients.
China is so vast in its territory that each area has
its own food. With the Qinling Mountains-Huaihe

So Many
Countries,
So Much Food
and Culture

River Line as a reference point, people in the north mainly
eat noodles, while those in the south eat steamed rice. The
basic dishes in the northern areas comprise one bowl of
● Kim Seong-cheol
KOREA

noodles and a bowl of soup, whereas those in the southern
areas have 2-3 fried dishes and a bowl of soup.
Like China, India has different foods depending
on the area. The staple in the north is roti made
(like bread), while in the south it is rice.
Our staple is bread. We eat breads made from

● Vusal Mammadli
AZERBAIJAN

While food, clothing, and housing all are

corn.

important for human life, we don't need to talk

Indeed Asian countries have rice as their staple

about the importance of food. Each country has
a diverse range of food and food cultures
depending on location, environment and religion.

various ingredients such as flour, barley, rye and

● Darwin Talbott
U.S.A

‘Talk! Talk! Talk!’ in this May+June issue deals

food. Other countries have bread as a main dish.
The United States is a nation composed of immigrants and
the people are used to eating their homeland’s food so I

with diverse food cultures across the world.

can’t name specifically a staple food. However, wheat is a
main ingredient. So, the US is associated with foods made
● Hirayanagi Genichi
JAPAN

from flour such as hamburgers, hot dog and pizza. I mean
as India is associated with curry.
Yes, right. And yet, actually the most favored food
in India is a soup made from beans called ‘dal’.

● Li Xiang
CHINA

● Dinesh Chandrasekar
INDIA

Some 40% of the Indian people are vegetarians and that
soup provides protein in place of meat to them.

16
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Introduction of Typical &
Recommendable Dishes
Azerbaijan’s most famous food is the kebab. It is
always served while people celebrate the holidays
or entertain guests. Though its ingredients are different
by area, it’s mainly made of onion, tomato, pepper and
mutton. Turkey, fish or goose can be used instead of
mutton, and is what differentiates it from Turkish kebabs.
In Japan, sushi is famous. It’s made by putting
seafoods and eggs on vinegared rice. Though it
may seem easy to cook, it has different tastes depending
on the amount of vinegar, steamed rice and ways of
combination.
As Japan has sushi, so has Korea bibimbap. It’s
Korea’s traditional food made by mixing various
vegetables in rice. Because of its taste and also charming
look, these days, it is very popular among foreigners. By the
way, the Korean food I would like to recommend to
foreigners personally is sliced raw octopus. Some people
eat living octopus by putting sesame oil or red chilipepper paste with vinegar on it and I understand this
dish exists only in our country. It may challenge your
guts to eat it but it’s worthwhile giving it a try.

Time to Learn About the Diversity of Food
I would like to introduce an Azerbaijani specialty

I would like to explain about the characteristics of

My recommendation is BBQ. Everywhere in

- black caviar. It is made from caviars from the

dishes from China’s northern part. Locals eat lots of

America, you can easily find a BBQ restaurant.

Caspian Sea, and is said to be the most expensive egg in

meals made from flour such as steamed breads, dumplings

It’s developed since our country has historically raised

the world. While it’s certainly an Azerbaijani specialty,

and noddles. Noodles, in particular, have so many types

cattle and pigs. Each area has its own cooking recipes; in

ordinary people in the country are not able to eat it often.

that there are more than 100 in one province of Shaanxi.

the eastern and mid-western parts, pork is mainly used,

I want to introduce chicken curry from India’s

Despite its tropical climate, India has few cold

while in the southern part, beef is used.

south. Indian curry creates a special taste using

dishes. Main courses are invariably composed of

There are so many Chinese dishes and I have a

diverse seasonings. Please have a try. Everybody likes it as

hot dishes. Indian dishes use lots of spices and have their

large number of to recommend. Of these, I

it’s not so spicy.

unique tastes as a feature of indian dishes.

strongly recommend Sichuan shabu-shabu. Its meat
broth is made using more than 30 ingredients and it can
have its original taste only with the province’s indigenous

In Japan before the 19th Century, people were not
used to eating beef and so seafood has been
developing. How are things in other countries?

chilli, pepper and soybean paste. This dish is China’s

Korea has many hot dishes using chilli or chilli

typical cuisine attracting the world’s tourists with its

power. So, the hot taste represents Koreans’ taste.

unique spicy taste.

It’s not easy to point out any special feature out of
American dishes. There is so much difference by
area. In my hometown of Colorado State, people usually
eat meat instead of seafoods since there is no sea.

Like all dishes, we can only know the tastes of
specific dishes when we try ourselves. Tasting is
believing. So, shall we today try other country’s dishes
with our friends or family?

Overseas Trip
Written and Photo Credits (partly) by
Travel Writer Mun You-Sun

Where Cultures of
Europe and Asia Coexist
Turkey
Istanbul, which cherishes the glories of the Byzantine and Ottoman
Empires has numerous attractions. The city excites the traveller’s heart
through its visible history of two cultures intertwining. If we could take a
time machine back to watch the events of the past unfold before us,
Istanbul might be the most interesting city in the world.
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Istanbul where Tales of

period of over 500 years, a new world unfolds before me.

Two Empires Coexist

Meeting its credentials as the world’s largest covered

Hagia Sophia, the Blue Mosque and the Grand Bazaar. The

conventional market, straightforward main streets are

reason these three sites are particularly famous out of so

completely filled with shops selling gold/silver, jewels,

many things to see in Istanbul - a huge city with 15 million

carpets, glassware, bowls, spice and souvenirs. There are as

people - is because people are able to see at a glance the

many as 20 entrances to the Grand Bazaar and some 5,000

fusion of eastern and western cultures and the final

shops. It’s not easy, though, for people to see the shops

destination of the Silk Road. One can weigh up its current

along the dozens of streets stretched out as a cobweb.

charms merely to find the fact that this city was called

While hugging over the price there to win over knacky

Byzantium during the Greek era and Constantinople

dealers who are said to have enhanced the art of trade to

during the Roman era. There are also other historical facts

the level of art, one may lose the way and be at a loss. In

showing its past glories: it was the destination of the Silk

this case, the best way, I think, is to come back to the main

Road from China; a stopover in ocean trade routes to

street and seek the direct path.

Europe; the final destination of The Orient Express Europe’s first trans-continent train, which stopped its

A Tale of Two Empires,

operation in 1977. Istanbul, divided into Europe and Asia

Hagia Sophia & the Blue Mosque

by the Bosphorus Strait, is a place where Eastern and

If you are inclined not to lose time by queuing during a

Westerns cultures are mixed and amalgamated. Istanbul is

trip, try to set out on your trip early in the morning. At

a city where people may fall in love as they learn its past,

sunrise, I went to the Sultan Ahmed Square. It’s the

while initially charmed by the city’s strange spell.

center of the place where the cultures of two great

I stand in front of ‘Nuruosmaniye’, one of entrances to the

Empires of Byzantine and Ottoman coexist. On the

Grand Bazaar. As soon as I enter the space penetrating the

right, there stands the Blue Mosque and on the left, there

20
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MTR

Center of the World, Istanbul

stands reddish Hagia Sophia. First, I went to Hagia

church and he began his project to change the cathedral

Sophia. The inside of the cathedral with colorful stained

into an Islamic mosque. Following the Islamic doctrine

glasses shining gorgeously is filled with a pious and

not to imitate the image of God, the workers began to

elegant atmosphere. Sublime were holy pictures that

limewash the holy pictures but faced an unexpected

where you stand exactly, it may give an exceptional

showed themselves after the plastered wall painted at the

problem. Though they built a mihrab in the direction of

sensation. The Bosphorus Strait is a waterway connecting

time of occupation by the Ottoman Empire was removed

Mecca within the cathedral, the direction of which faced

the Mediterranean and the Black Sea, North and South

The mystery of the big dome with horizontally 77m and

to Jerusalem, the structure of the cathedral forced the

Europe, as well as Europe and Asia. During 40 minutes

vertically 71m placement made this site as one of the

mihrab to be located to the right side of the center. So,

aboard the cruise crossing the Bosphorus Strait, you may

seven architectural wonders of world. Hagia Sophia, the

Sultan Ahmed I decided to build a more refined and

feel to be at the center of the world. You may feel as if the

epitome of Byzant ine archite c ture, was bui lt by

beautiful mosque opposite Hagia Sophia. The Blue

diverse scenery whisper their own stories from their long

Constantius the Great in 360 and continued to be

Mosque is a beautiful mosque built using the stones of

destroyed and restored due to riots, and was rebuilt by

Hippodrome Square which was destroyed during the

Emperor Justinian I in 537 in its current structure.

Crusades. Of course, six minarets standing high amid

Following the occupation by the Ottoman Empire, it

dozens of domes are exquisite and yet the centerpiece of

served as an Islam mosque and eventually in 1934, it was

the Blue Mosque is its interior. When the mosque is

designated as a national museum-prohibiting any kind

alight with more than 200 stained glass windows, Iznik

of religious activity-in an effort to preserve this place as a

tiles, as many as 25,000, in the dome and walls reflect a

historic site representing the coexistence of Byzantine

fantastic blue color. That’s why this mosque is better

and Islam cultures. Sultan Ahmed I, who conquered the

known as the Blue Mosque than its original name,

Eastern Roman Empire, was said to have visited Hagia

Sultan Ahmed Mosque. It shines brilliantly via hundreds

Sophia first, immediately after his conquest.

of oil lamps in the dome as well as red light reflected

chassis and front chassis modules to

The conqueror might have been jealous at the sight of

from the floor carpets. Visitors are entranced by that

HYUNDAI Motor Company’s Turkey plant

the beautiful and grand architecture of a Christian

feast of lights and colors.

(HAOS) using JIS (Just In Sequence) process.

●

Turkey

one red tint and you may wonder which is the sky and

MTR_MOBIS Turkey

which is the sea. Istanbul is such a beautiful city with a

MTR is located at Izmit - Turkey’s second

cultures - as far as the sea and the sky.

largest port city as well as a tourist destination -

unique quality that encompasses Eastern and Western

about 110㎞ from Istanbul, Turkey’s largest city
and tourist destination.
On the site of some 40,000 square meters,
MTR is supplying four core modules of
automobiles such as cockpit, FEM, rear

200,000 units.
4

be just a boat excursion to some people, but if you know

history to you. At the sunset, the sea and the sky become
MTR : MOBIS Automotive and
Module Industry A.S

It has an annual production capacity of

1 2

It is thrilling to cross between continents by the sea. It may

Employees of MTR, with extraordinary pride on
t h e O t t o m a n Tu r k p e o p l e a n d n a t i o n a l

1 Interior of the Grand Bazaar, Istanbul’s conventional market
2 Scenery of the Bosphorus Strait seen from Dolmabahce Palace
3 Inside of Hagia Sophia. Holy pictures of gold mosaic are seen after
plastered wall painted by the Ottoman Empire was removed.
4 Beautiful interior of the Sultan Ahmed Mosque
5 Flank of Hagia Sophia
6 Picture of the Golden Horn seen from the Galata Tower

5

characteristic of unwillingness to lose any
competition, maintain our company’s stature
and prestige by way of their conceptual
approach to products and loyalty to the
3

company.
MTR is currently manufacturing four modules
for two strategic models of i10 and i20, taking
European customer’s preference for small cars
into consideration. In line with the increase of
sales in Europe, MTR renders its best to
maximize production efficiency and
manufacture the best-quality products and by
doing so, it will continue to play a role as one of
the key plants in the global auto market,
connecting Europe and Asia substantially.

6

Food Culture
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Written by Editorial Room

Food trucks may find their origin in 1866 when Charles
Goodnight bought an old United States Army wagon and
fitted its interior for easy cooking. He made it for ranch
owners, who used to spend much time on the streets to
move as the beef market in Texas grew larger after the Civil
War. People called this initial food truck a ‘Chuck wagon’.
Previously, food trucks were used to cook fast foods such
as pizza, hamburgers and french fries, functioning just as a
mobile snack bar that served food cheaply and quickly. But
following the 2008 worldwide financial crisis, food trucks
began to improve their service quality in major cities
across the country. Able but poor chefs could start their
own business with little investment, while consumers paid
relatively small money for their eating. Moreover, food
trucks took care of sanitary matters thoroughly unlike
other street food sellers and served a diverse range of foods
including Korean, Japanese and Chinese dishes, rare halal
food, Mexican/Indian/Thai and Greek dishes and
consequently people could taste those foreign dishes easily.
The biggest feature of food trucks is mobility. Instead of
receiving customers at a fixed place, they can move to any
place with many customers. And well-known food trucks
upload their location by twitter account to attract people.
Many places in the US hold food truck festivals. Of these,

Mobile Mini Restaurant
‘Food Trucks’ in the US
Walking along the streets of New York, one can easily find ‘trucks’ selling a
variety of food. It’s because food trucks grew more rapidly in New York than any
other city in the country thanks to the always busy office workers in the area.
‘Food Trucks’, which sell delicious dishes at any time and place, have become

‘The 9th Avenue International Food Festival’ is the largest
and oldest festival. Every year, some 200,000 tourists visit
the festival to taste diverse foods served from food trucks.
Since food trucks established their unique position as part
of popular culture, people’s perception of food has
changed. That is, the popularity of food trucks has broken
a prejudice that haute cuisine can be tasted merely at high
class restaurants. There are even some groups of people
who explore here and there in the country in search of

very popular across the country. These trucks selling food through remodelled

good food trucks. How about experiencing the food truck

vehicles have begun to play an important role in American food culture.

culture when you visit America?
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Written by Editorial Room

Normally called Rio, Rio de Janeiro is the second largest
city, next to Sao Paulo, in Brazil. The city, with a good
combination of natural and artificial beauty, is known as
one of the three most beautiful harbors in the world
together with Sydney and Napoli, and was designated as a
Unesco World Heritage Site in 2012. There is a film that
shows this city at a glance. It’s the 3D animated film Rio .
The world’s rare species of blue macaw ‘Blu’ (voice of Jesse
Eisenberg) lives a happy life with Linda who is its owner as
well as most dear friend, in Moose Lake, Minnesota.
These two, who used to think all the macaw species were
extinct except ‘Blu’, hear the unexpected news that there
Rio

exists the only surviving female macaw ‘Jewel’ (voice of
Anne Hathaway) and set out for Rio de Janeiro, to mate
with her. But in the new world, Blu finds out that he is not
able to fly. The film depicts how a bird gets out of the past,
faces a big world, experiences love and find its original
nature, while struggling to adapt to a new world.

Watch the Film
Rio and
Fall in
Love with
Rio de Janeiro

Gorgeous scenes and colorful depths in Rio are already
enough to make us fall in love with Rio de Janeiro.
Director Carlos Saldanha is said to have long wished to
make a film of his homeland. At the end of the day, he
succeeded to contain the vast landscapes of Rio de Janeiro
on camera. They cover from the vast scenery along the
Copacabana beach, the Ipanema beach - the worldwide
resort together with Copacabana beach, Corcovado
Mountain with the gigantic statue of Christ the Redeemer
- landmark of Rio de Janeiro as well as one of new 7
wonders of the world, the hills around Guanabara Bay.
Besides, the Samba carnival, which is the most famous

What comes to mind when you think of

festival in the world, is surely one of the great sights not to

Brazil? Probably festivals. In February

be missed in Rio . The film produces a majestic finale by

each year, people all around the world
gather in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil to enjoy
the largest and most splendid party on
the planet. Rio is an animated film
depicting those splendid scenes. While
watching the film, you can feel those
landscapes vividly as though you were
in Rio de Janeiro.

combining heart-beating music, gorgeous color, large
parade processions, the scene of quickly descending birds,
and 50,000 people filling a stadium.
If you want to experience Rio de Janeiro with beautiful
sights and exciting samba rhythm, how about trying the
fantastic 3D images? You’ll feel like setting off for Rio de
Janeiro immediately!

Rio
de
Janeiro
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Fairy Tales of Korea
Written by Editorial Room
Illustrated by Park Yu-Ni

Across the world, literary works of all countries have told
of human love throughout all the ages. Korea is no
exception. Chunhyang-joen (The Story of Chunhyang) is
one of Korea’s classic novels containing the purest love
story between a man and a woman.

Love Beyond the Barrier of Status

Chunhyang-joen
Everlasting Love

On a beautiful spring day, Mongryong,

He compels Chunhyang - famed for

Chunhyang-joen is a classic

who is the son of a magistrate of

her beauty - to sleep with him. But

developed as a novel in the Joseon

Namwon area, Jeonbuk, goes out to

Chunhyang refuses, saying she is

Dynasty from pansori (musical

see Gwanghanru Tower. On this

already engaged, and as a result she is

stor ytelling) based on folklore.

particular day of dano (one of festive

imprisoned.

During the Joseon Dynasty in Korea,

holidays then), there takes place a

In the meantime, Mongryong in

there was hierarchy of status. So,

cheerful festival and he sees

Hanyang passes a state examination

Chunhyang-joen , which is a love

Chunhyang on a swing and falls in

with first class honors and is assigned

story between those from different

love at first sight. They spend happy

the position of secret royal inspector

status, may fall into the genre of a

d ays in love. In t he me ant ime,

(official who investigates local

romance novel. Following is the plot

Mongryong’s father is promoted to

officials and takes care of people by

of Chunhyang-joen that contains the

Hanyang (capital of Joseon) and the

the order of the King). Now he sets out

love story between Mongryong (a

whole family has to move to

toward Namwon. While investigating

man of nobility) and Chunhyang (the

Hanyang. Promising their everlasting

near Namwon, he hears of Byun

daughter of a woman who entertains

love, Chunhyang and Mongryong are

Hakdo’s misbehavior and people’s high

men with song and dance in private

forced to part ways.

praise of Chunhyang’s chastity.

settings).

The newly-appointed magistrate of
Namwon, Byun Hakdo is typically
lecherous and whiles away every
evening together with gisaengs.
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Chunhyang-joen

On a day when Byun Hakdo’s birthday

Love Transcending

Beyond the love story between a

party takes place, Mongryong attends

Status Society

man and a woman from different

there disguised as a beggar. At the

In Korea’s Joseon Dynasty, people’s

class, Chunhyang-joen has social

height of the party, Mongr yong

status determined their political/

implications. It’s because Chunhyang

declares himself as secret royal

economic positions as well as their

has to transcend the barrier of status

inspector and punishes Byun Hakdo.

rights and duties. Status system

in order to achieve her love with

Mongryong also examines each of the

divided their status into four groups;

Mongryong. The latter part of the

alleged criminals in the prison and

yangban (nobility), jungin (middle

Joseon Dynasty - the background of

frees those found innocent. And then

class), sangmin (commoners) and

Chunhyang-joen - was a period

he meets again Chunhyang jubilantly.

cheonmin (the lowest class).

when there were changes in every

After completing his mission, he

Yangban had property such as land

field of society. In step with the

returns to Hanyang with Chunhyang

and servants, while cheonmin, were

development of agriculture and

and her mother. The King gives a

treated as possessions of the yangban,

commerce, the jungin or sangmin

higher government post to him and

were sold or bequeathed to yangban

could change their status using their

names Chunhyang as A Lady of

children. Along the way, people’s

we a lt h, w here as yangb an were

Virtue. They live a long and happy

status was handed down to their

sometimes ruined, maintaining just

life together.

des cendants and mar r iage was

the title. In other words, the status

conducted within the same class.

system started to collapse. Since

On the other hand, the yangban

Chunhyang-joen displays the social

were able to have sangmin or

background of the time, lots of

cheonmin concubines, sometimes

people sympathized with the love

having children of different status.

stor y b etwe en C hun hyang and

C hi ldren of a conc ubine face d

Mongryong.

discrimination. Furthermore, if the

Chunhyang-joen is the love story

mother were cheonmin, her

winning over the barrier of status.

children must have the same status.

Even these days, this classic is being

As C hu n hy an g’s m ot h e r w a s a

produced in the format of films and

concubine, though her father was

musicals, illustrating the power of

yangban, Chunhyang was not able to

everlasting love.

get out of the low class. And yet,
Chunhyang achieved love transcending social status.
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Written by Editorial Room

+

‘Webtoon’, which is a cartoon for online

Moss

reading, is a newly - coined word from Korea -

Webtoons Verified as A Genre
Webtoons have already secured regular fans and their

a compound of web and cartoon. Webtoons

stories have been verified somehow through steady

are published serially once a week or more

serialization so far. And so the secondary works, based on

+

often for readers. During commuting hours or

the original story of the webtoons, have begun to appear.

on the way to school, people read webtoons

It was in 2006 that the first films were made from

in an easy and comfortable way through

Secretly, Greatly

smartphones and tablet PCs every week.

webtoons. That year saw the release of Kang Full’s Apart

These days, webtoons provide fun and

and B-rate Dal Gung’s Dasepo Naughty Girl . But their

enjoyment to us, not less than dramas or

box-office records were very poor. And after lots of trials

films. Here we introduce Korea’s webtoons

and errors, Yoon Tae-Ho’s Moss made a success both in

+

that are popular due to their diverse and

business and reviews of critics, driving a strong trend

interesting materials.

towards making films from webtoons. This gave birth to
Misaeng

lot of films including Hun’s Secretly, Greatly - with great
success recording almost 7 million viewers - and most

See the Webtoons

were webtoons of Kang Full, nicknamed as the storyteller
of Korean films. And this year, there are 15 webtoons that
entered into contract for filming, including Joo Ho-Min’s

Ⓒ Daum

Together with God which reinterpreted the world of the
country’s traditional folk gods. Besides, Ha Il-Kwon’s

3-Part Transformation, Kim Chang-Nam sold its film
Tower of God

3-Part Transformation,
Kim Chang-Nam

Fall into its Charms

copyright to the UK film producer, February Films.
Rebirth of webtoons is not applicable only to films. Yoon
Tae-ho’s Misaeng - vividly depicting sorrows and joys of
office workers - was made into a drama to critical acclaim.

In the beginning, the so-called ‘Daily toon’, in which

While the first generation webtoon authors used bizarre

netizens depicted day-to-day small happenings online, was

stories and everyday life for their main materials, recent

Other dramatized webtoons include Hyde Jekyll, Me (title

popular. Author Kang Full’s Hello, Schoolgirl and Apart

webtoons encompass diverse genres including drama,

of the original: Dr Jekyll is Mr Hyde ), Hogu’s Love , and

got attention by inducing readers’ involvement through

thriller, horror stories, action, SF and comedy. The novelty

The Girl Who Sees Smells .

intensifying their emotions by each scroll bar and

of materials dealing with these genres and of expression has

Korea’s webtoons are also garnering much attention

connecting the stories under a certain narrative structure,

captured readers’ interest. The readers care for webtoons

overseas. The first webtoon forum took place at the 65th

and as a consequence, webtoons established their own

fitting to their tastes of these diverse materials and genres.

Frankfurt Book Fair in 2013. There were autograph events

position as one of the new kinds of content.

That’s not all. Some webtoons adopt background music

In step with the increase of internet users and the use of

suited to the atmosphere and others play animated videos

of Son Je-Ho/Lee Gwang-Su of Noblesse , SIU of Tower of
God , Park Yong-Je of God of High School . At the scene of

smartphone, webtoons attracted the readers by mean of

with each scroll. Its other strong point is more showy full

the fair, so many people turned up that security guards

high accessibility and free service. The webtoons could

colors of its content compared to print media, as most of it

were deployed, telling the country of Korean webtoons.

become further activated as the readers wrote comments

is made on computers.

Korean webtoons have a huge number of fans at home and

after reading and transferred popular cartoons into

abroad. And we look forward to their exciting and

another site.

interesting storytelling in the future.
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Written by Kang Yoo-Hyun, Reporter of Dong-A Ilbo
Photo Credit by Lee Seung-Woo, Editorial Room

SmartCore technology in the field of

SmartCore Technology as a Reality

automobiles seems to be realized before

Late in February, I was on the way back home from

too long. A diverse range of technologies,
equipped in self-driving cars, will affect
our lives directly and indirectly. I would
like to envisage smart technology that we
can expect to see in a few years from now.

Realization of
Smart
Technology
Ahead of Us

Portugal. Quite bored in the plane, I picked up the March
issue of ‘Car’ - a British car magazine. I couldn’t make it
through the magazine and fell asleep while reading,
However an article clearly imprinted in my memory. Its

individual cores are vital to prevent vehicle and safety-

MOBIS’ Technology is Future of

title was ‘Meet the 2018 Dashboard’, which covered

critical software from being hacked or infected by malware

HYUNDAI Motor Company

‘SmartCore’ technology Visteon Corp expects to be

accidently downloaded from the web. Manufacturers will

At the booth of HYUNDAI MOBIS for ‘2015 Seoul Motor

realized in 2018. There are six revolutions the company

automatically upgrade systems over the internet in the

Show’ under the title of ‘Experience the Technology, Feel

predicted.

same manner as your PC or tablet does.

the Artistry’, one could see some of the company’s

The first one is displays jumping from dash to windscreen.

The third one is that drivers won’t need buttons. Super

technologies for self-driving cars. Visitors paid particular

The displays proliferate with more driver information and

thin screens, compact air-con systems and lighter

attention to smart technology driving simulators.

augmented reality navigation that project direction arrows

aluminium cabling save weight and free up valuable

This simulator was equipped with diverse systems:

on the road ahead. So, It should end those infuriating

interior space for bigger cabins in cars with smaller

Surround view monitor that shows the driver blind spots

wrong turns, when two streets come up in quick succes-

footprints. A combination of voice, touch, swipe, gesture

at when parking; Emergency brake system that leads cars

sion and drivers gamble on the wrong one.

controls and virtual switches replace today’s mechanical

to automatic stop when in danger of front-on collision;

The second one is to protect itself from viruses. Strict

knobs and switchgear.

Lane keeping assist devices that corrects the driving

internet security and electronic firewalls between

The fourth is displays so sharp that drivers will need

direction by the turning steering wheel in the opposite

safety glasses. High definition screens with photo-realistic

direction when a car deviates from its path; Smart cruise

rendering run at 60 frames per second to display 3-D

control that regularly keeps the distance with the car in

instruments. Drivers configure their own colours or

front; Parking assist system that arranges automatic

download new layouts from manufacturers’ websites.

parking if the driver steps on the brake and accelerator

The fifth is that a virtual assistant will be able to book dinner

pedal as required.

for drivers. Concierge service software books restaurants,

Eventually, all these technologies will be connected to self-

theatres and parking spaces for them. Massive expansion of

driving cars. Recently, HYUNDAI Motor Company

vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure will

announced its plan of bulk production of self-driving cars

transmit real-time traffic info to dodge jams.

by 2020. For the present, it may be outpaced by global

The last one is that intelligent software will monitor. It

manufacturers like Benz or Audi. In the meantime, the

monitors driver workload to determine if a driver is

market of self-driving cars turns larger and hotter as

capable of receiving and interacting with emails, the phone

Google, Apple and Sony enter into this race.

and other web based protocols. Embedded sensors in the

The market scale that tends to be increasingly bigger

seat fabric or seat belt detect heart rate and respiration and

implies that nobody knows who will be a dark horse and

alert the driver in case of drowsiness.

who will have the last laugh. Smart technology of

Nobody can tell if this technology Visteon predicts to

HYUNDAI MOBIS is important because it's the very

occur by 2018 will come true.

future of HYUNDAI Motor Company.

Nevertheless, these technologies will come to us as a reality
before long. It’s because they are basically technologies
required for self-driving cars - the ultimate goal.
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Photo Contest

In the Editorial Room

The Newsletter
Editorial Room is always open!
The MOBIS newsletter has been revamped to
share more stories with all of its colleagues from around the world.
The newsletter now plans to instantly deliver stories from MOBIS and to share quality
information contributed from our global readers, so please share your stories with us.
Send us comments about any particular thing you liked or didn’t like about the newsletter,
or even write us columns or give us some new ideas.

This photo was taken with my teammates

We will listen to your opinions to create a better and more informative newsletter.

of MTR, MOBIS Turkey. Everybody wants
to do something funny or weird at times to

●

feel better at work. We are also such a
team. Their names are I brahim Kucukbay
written by Sena Sener(MTR)

and Melike Karabina.

Photo Contest

Notice

A photo with a precious memory warms

Newsletter <HYUNDAI MOBIS> is now available on smartphone and

your heart. Why don’t you share it with

tablet PC.

other MOBIS families rather than only

You can now see <HYUNDAI MOBIS> easily using your smartphone

enjoying it by yourself? A family picture

or tablet PC. Please scan the QR code marked on the table of

that you keep close to your heart, a photo

contents using smartphone or tablet PC and you can see <HYUNDAI

of your pet that greets you wagging its tail,

MOBIS> optimized for your screen. Your smartphone allows you to

etc. Whatever story it might have is good.

see <HYUNDAI MOBIS> at any time and place, not only in English

I have been to Dubai with my wife.

Send photos via email if you would like it

and Chinese versions but also in Korean.

This photo was taken from Palm

to appear in our newsletter.
●●●

written by Pawel Piotrowski (MPA)

Jumeirah, an artificial island. There is
no better way to see the island than
from 14,000 feet above earth, falling
down at 140 mph with friends. It was

I f there are any other stories, articles, or
opinions with a photo that you want to feature
on the MOBIS newsletter, please send them
to us. We will choose a lucky winner who will
receive a small prize.

Korea

English

so thrilling and exciting.
PERSON IN CHARGE
Assistant Manager Shin Chang-Jae of the Headquarters
PR Management Team
Email_ sabo@mobis.co.kr
Address_ Newsletter, PR Management Team
(Seoul International Tower 8th floor 203 Teheranro,
Gangnam-gu Seoul, Korea)
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